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Welcome to Edition 1 5, Issued in conjunction with the "Tool Chest" number 111 .

I f you require a copy of a back issue, contact the editor (see back page). Keep the contributions coming so that we
can cover a broad range of topics.
An index of spanners covered so far is available from the Editor.

I f you have an email address, and would l ike a colour copy of this newsletter in .pdf format, contact the editor.

Contents this issue:

On Page 1 - Cordnel & Ansells & E Lucas & Son  G Radion

On Page 2 - Newleva feedback and more info - G Radion

On Page 3 - 4 More ratcheting spanners & wrenches - G Plaw

On Page 5 - 6 Harley Davidson Bicycle Wrench - G Radion & D Capon

On Page 7 - Mysteries Solved - King Dick  G Radion

On Page 8 - Mysteries Solved - G R Smithson  G Radion

On Page 8 - We have the usual housekeeping, orphans, buy / sel l etc

SPANNER & WRENCH COLLECTOR

Two unusual wrenches
supplied by Joe Caruans (m)

The top one is marked "Cordnel
& Ansells Makers" Nicely made
and reminiscant of a simplified
Baxter wrench. Google has
revealed nothing so far.

Below we have a malleable
al l igator wrench marked "E
Lucas & Son Dronfield"

Using that fabulous resource
Grace's Guide, which is an
online l isting with lots of history,

including examples of advertising.
Grace's Guide is very useful when investigating historic
English companies.
The adv is from 1 960, and they were in business from
1 790, so it was a very long l ived concern.

Each year we have had a different
spanner in the header logo.
Ed is looking for a new item for year
201 4.
Send in your suggestions, preferably
with picture on a neutral background,
no texture, so background can be
removed easily.
Ed has concentrated on agricultural
wrenches previously, now is your
chance to have some input for next
years logo - it could even become the
design for our souvenir wrench.
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Feedback and new information

NEWLEVA by FMR Co, Spanner & Wrench Collector Number 14, page 8.

Maurice Stubbs(m), our Canberra correspondent, has sent a photocopy from a 1 906 Lasseter & Co, Sydney
catalogue, obtained in the Nat Library some years ago.
There is a l isting for the Newleva Patent Spanner and another unusual one called the "Gryp".
Claims for the Newleva "Especial ly adapted for Motor and Marine work, for nuts in confined spaces. Turns nuts
impossible to work except by a hammer and chisel"
I t goes on to explain that it can be "inserted between the spokes of a wheel . . . to adjust a nut on the chassis,
which might otherwise entai l crawling under the car to reach" and gives operating instructions. So now we know
it's purpose.

Geoff Francis of Stawell (m) sent a picture of a mystery item (Fig. 2) which is of similar principle, but the jaw
end is an all igator jaw rather than a Crescent type jaw.
Geoff knows nothing about it, and there is nothing mentioned in the Lasseter's catalogue about it. I t has a rusty
appearance, and no marks can be seen on the picture, but my original one was similar unti l I cleaned the rust off
with electrolysis to reveal the writing.

Summing up: now we know what the Newleva was for, also the Gryp (although one has not been seen yet), but a
new mystery with the all igator jawed Newleva type has been raised.

Once again we invite anyone with further information or examples to make contact.
Also - has anyone got a copy of one of these early Lasseter's catalogues? Google reveals that Lasseters was
eventual ly gobbled up by Anthony Hordens, but during the early 1 900's Lasseters were issuing a huge catalogue
each month which had in excess of 1 000 pages.

Fig. 1 Extract from Lasseter's 1906 catalogue

Fig. 2 Picture of Geoff Francis' Newleva type with
alligator jaw. It is large, over 21 inches long.
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Getting a grip!
By Graeme Plaw

Ever since the bolt had a nut attached to it there has been a desire to ensure that the nut is held firmly without
destroying it in the process. Many efforts over time have developed the open end wrench, the ring or box end
formation, the combination wrench combining both concepts, multigrips, ratchetting wrenches and “the adjustable
wrench” or shifter.
The article by George Radion in Issue No 1 4 relating to Fastnut and Alden gave me reason to add a little further on
the subject of adjustables and rachetting action.

I t was 1 933, when Plomb Tools (later Proto) developed the combination wrench. That invention really took hold.
This tool al lowed the user to have rapid entry on one end and positive fix on the other. The adjustable or “Crescent”
wrench developed in 1 907 had provided for quick adjustment, but at a price, as it did no always remain firmly
located on the nut. Many developments fol lowed and I name a few as fol lows:

Sidchrome spanners have an ANTISLIP
DESIGN™ that has a locking groove that
increases with pressure preventing
sl ippage and knuckle injury. (above left)

All Stanley and Sidchrome ring and
combination spanners now have
TORQUEPLUS™ , a design that al lows
greater contact on the flats. This
provides greater torque. (see above
right).

These listing show examples only and
are not in any way exhaustive.

There have been many attempts to
improve speedy wrench action and the
tool engineers across the globe have
some unique rachetting innovations that
have been tried.

{Contd} An adjustable wrench improvement on
Stanley Proto USA production.
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[cont'd]

Danish design
“Cromna” Pat No 96370
that features two swivel
segments, an arm and
a half moon anvil that
accomodate1 3 – 1 9mm
AF nuts. (There are
other sizes)

A Royal Tool Co USA design

“Wrenchking” with a sl iding

pin with a spring action that

creates a ratchet motion.

Two way ratchet action from “Wareco” Sweden. This is a l ittle difficult to use and occasionally

requires two hands in use, the swivel

end is free moving [left & below]

There are many others, why not put

pen to paper and provide detai l of your

discoveries?

Photos by G Plaw
Sidchrome and Proto drawings
StanleyBlackandDecker
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Harley Davidson Bicycle wrench / .30 Cal MG wrench
By George Radion (m) and David Capon (m)

In TOOLCHEST # 1 01 - Aug 201 1 I (GR) wrote about various mil itary tools, one of which was the combination

tool for the American .30 Cal M6 machine gun.

This multi function tool, shaped like a giant bicycle combination tool, but of heavier construction, can be visual ly

identified by its shape and size, but positively identified by the Ordnance Drawing number C68334 usually

stamped on it. (ref1 )

At a recent tool sale, member David Capon, a keen collector of Harley Davidson tools, showed me an identical

tool, and indicationg he felt I was wrong in identifying this tool as for the M6, as he his was marked Harley

Davidson. see Fig. 2)

David provided his Harley tool for inspection and photography.

I t turns out that it had the right mil itary drawing number on it in the usual place, but additional ly, it had "HARLEY

DAVIDSON" stamped at the other end. The stamping looked genuine. What to make of this?

David stated that a shipment of Harley Davidson bicycles went to Adelaide at some stage, and that his spanner

came from S.A. which is consistent with that.

Notes from the online Bicycle Museum(ref 2) "The Harley Davidson bicycle was only manufactured between
1917 and 1922, built for HarleyDavidson by the Davis Sewing Machine Co, and using the same paint scheme as
Harley Davidson motorcycles.. . . Davis Sewing Machine Co ceased trading in 1922, at which time Harley
Davidson stopped selling bicycles" [Ed's note  Harley Davidson are selling bicycles again in modern times]

David had been in touch with other enthusiasts on Harley Forums and everyone was adamant that this was a

Harley made spanner, because it was supplied with Harley bicycles.

My notes in the 201 1 article for this MG were as fol lows:

"...In 1900, John Moses Browning filed a patent for a recoil powered automatic gun. Browning did not work on the
gun again until 1910, when Browning built a watercooled prototype of the 1901 weapon.. The Browning is a
water cooled heavy machine gun. Unlike many other early machine guns, the M1917 had nothing to do with
Maxim's toggle lock design. It was much lighter than contemporary Maxim type guns such as the 137 lb (62kg)
German Maschinengewehr 08 and the British Vickers machine gun, while still being highly reliable. The US Army
Ordnance Department showed little interest in machine guns until war was declared in April 1917. The Army
adopted the weapon as its principal heavy machine gun, utilizing the M1906 .3006 cartridge with a 150grain,
flatbase bullet.

The M1917 saw limited service in the later days of World War I. Because of production delays, only about 1,200
Model 1917s saw combat in the conflict, and then only in the last 2½ months of the war. They equipped about a
third of the divisions sent to France; the others were equipped equally with machine guns bought from the French
or the British Vickers machine guns built by Colt in the US. Where the Model 1917 did see action, its rate of fire
and reliability were highly effective.
The Model 1917A1 was again used in the Second World War and the Korean War. . . "

From the above notes - it is evident that the M6 was late coming to the party for WW1 . After hosti l i ties ceased,

there must have been large numbers of surplus MG's and their tool ing. I speculate that the US government would

have had stores of tools and been only too wil l ing to off load bulk lots to other parties such as a bicycle maker in

this case.
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Perhaps some of our

readers can add further to

the argument or speculation

- let us know.

Pictured at right is an

example of advertising for a

ladies Model 31 8 from 1 91 8

(ref 2)

References
1 - "Gun Tools Their History

and Identification by James

B. Shaffer, Lee a. Rutledge,

R. Stephen Dorsey 1 992

(copy in HTPAA Library)

2 www.oldbike.eu/museum/

This website is a goldmine

of information for anyone

researching bicycle related

information. I t has makes

and models by year from 1 81 8 to 1 990's. I t even has a page of bicycle related erotica in advertising,

stereoscopes, postcards, etc - I must check it out one day!

Fig. 2 M6 Comination wrench complete with mil itary
number and additional ly stamped HARLEY DAVIDSON
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Another Mystery Solved by George Radion

For some time I have been accumulating spanners marked with the cryptic OCW prefix fol lowed by a 4 digit
number. These spanners are marked with Whitworth sizes on one side and BSF on the other. Some of them also
have a name such as Perkins or
Bamford, others not.

I have five of these now, al l open
enders, but I recently saw a small ring
spanner with the OCW mark as well .

Pictured at right are two of the mystery
spanners showing the markings on
both sides.
They are both the same size, and have
the same OCW 1 41 6 number on the
back, but THE top one is marked
BAMFORD and THE bottom one is
marked PERKINS.

In the picture below that, are two
similar spanners marked OCW 1 41 8
and OCW 1 41 2. Clearly these are in
the same series as the ones above,
but this time, there is no name on the
front.

The obvious conclusion that I came to
ages ago, was that they were made by
the same maker, (neither of which was
Bamford or Perkins), but stamped as
required for special orders.

I have had one of these on my mystery
spanners webpage for many years
without anyone offering an explanation.

About 6 mths ago, I was able to trade
some Douglas motorcycle spanners for
an Abingdon King Dick(AKD)
catalogue, 5th Edition (undated).

I had a quick look then and fi led it with
my other spanner / tool catalogues.

There it sat unti l during a recent review
while, looking for some info about AKD
shifters I noticed l istings of spanners
with OCW, OLW, OLA and many other
cryptic prefixes.

I t works out that the OCW and other
prefixes are merely stock numbers
allocated to each spanner in a series,
together with a numeric identifier
denoting jaw sizes.

There were not the specific numbered
ones listed, but the OCW prefix is
unmistakeable.

I don't have any other AKD catalogues
to check for these exact spanners.



And Another Mystery Solved. by George Radion

For many years I have seen these flat spanners, mostly with just the
logo S with enclosed G R in the loops - (Sunshine Massey Harris used a
similar logo of S with M H enclosed).

The spanner at bottom also has "English Make" stamped, which may
resolve another mystery - cast or forged heavy S shaped spanners, with
"English Make" in raised script are often found here, no other clues as to
the maker are seen on them. This looks to have solved that mystery.

Inquiries to my English friend Ralph, who was a keen spanner collector
in the UK, were fruitless. Now, while perusing a TATHS CD of catalogue
scans the advertising at right was revealed: G R Smithson & Co of
Wolverhampton used that logo.

I also have one of their tyre levers so marked.

I f any of our members have tool
catalogues available to scan and share,
please contact the Editor. Of particular
interest for this newsletter would be ones
showing spanners and wrenches by
various tool companies or hardware

houses. Also specific tool catalogues for the l ikes of Sidchrome, daniel Forge, Gregsteel in local makers and any
of the English, German, American, Swedish etc tool makers who made or supplied spanners, wrenches, socketry
and other mechanic's tools. These are very useful for reference purposes as can be seen in this article and the
one before about King DicK products.

Issue 1 4 Edited by George Radion.
Contact by snail mail : PO Box 4021 , McKinnon, Vic 3204
Contact by email : george@htpaa.org.au, phone 03 9557 1 1 78,
mob 0406 687 980

Aims of the Spanner & Wrench SIG:
Promote the conservation, identification and
collection of spanners & wrenches and to
share information with the group to that end.

Wanted to Buy, Sell or Swap Section

Wanted: Spanner / handle for Trewhella jack, 1 inch square box end, long handle.

Contact Warren Hewertson ph 03 9876 2742.

Wanted to buy or swap - Double ended Crescent shifters, cast iron seats, machinery nameplates, dri l l ends,

parts l ists and spanners for tractors, vintage motor vehicles and vintage motorbikes. Spanners marked "Ferguson,

Barger, Gibbins, McKay, Buncle, Grant, Bolden, Wain & Hyland" etc. Also other interesting shifters and spanners &

tool company catalogues. Tool kits and Parts Lists for vintage cars, bikes and trucks -

ring George on 0406 687 980 or email george@htpaa.org.au

Wanted: Info, pictures and catalogue listings of vintage Australian made jacks, needed for this webpage:

http: //www.ozwrenches.com/jacks.htm - contact George Radion.

Wanted: Fastnut No 3 step jawed spanner. Call Vin Minogue: 03 9752 6308
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Feedback from those who find this newsletter useful would be appreciated. Continued contributions are
required to keep it interesting. Thanks to those who have sent content, your stuff will all be used eventually.

Front Cover.
Editor is always looking for an interesting picture for the front cover - if you have something suitable from your
collection or something else of interest to others - email , ring or write the editor.




